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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose
BURNCO Rock Products Ltd. analyzed their mineral title claim in the Clearwater region of Alberta under permit number 9302020054. This report is written to explain the results of our exploration in regards to quality and logistical extraction of possible landscape rock deposits within this permit.

1.2 Scope
This report will explain plausibility of further expenditure on development or exploration of this claim. Logistic considerations are focused upon as leading factors in considering this site as a landscape rock quarry.
2.0 SUMMARY

The claim covered by Permit number 9302002054 was examined by foot and was found that completing a road to mine the deposit will be complicated.
3.0 WORK PERFORMED

Our crew of two people were able to get their truck close to the designated site and went the rest of the way on a quad.

They dug down about two feet to check what the material looked like below the surface. The material was determined to be of marginal use for landscaping needs but might serve as road material.

Meetings were then conducted in the office of Sun Pine and with their representative’s at the claim site to determine the feasibility of building a road. There were several negatives regarding a road into this site and it was decided that more study was required. The crew covered up the test area and left the site for BURNCO to decide on the next course of action.

4.0 RESULTS

As of this date a decision on whether to proceed or quit has not been reached as costing is being compiled and studied.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The project has been put on hold to study the costs involved against the revenue that can be generated over a reasonable period of time. More study is required.

Bill Bakala
BURNCO Rock Products Ltd.